Final Paper Instructions for Writing on the Tao Te Ching

Note
It will be up to you to decide how broadly, or narrowly to focus the discussion if you choose to write a paper at the end of the course instead of the weekly writing assignments.  The paper is for credit only and will not be graded (given a mark), unless special arrangements are made with me for this to be done (and it has to fulfill a need of your program).

Possible Topic
What is the Tao?  Define and then explain the concept of “Tao” in light some of the key images, metaphors, or references found in The Way and Its Power.  For example, you might explain the connection between Tao and its “mysterious power” (te).  You might discuss in detail what you think wu wei (“actionless activity”) is, or what process is involved in order to be, or to become wu wei.  You might discuss what being a Taoist Sage involves, and how the Sage lives a life (of wu wei) in unity and harmony with Tao.  You might discuss the ethical implications of the Tao Te Ching.  Regardless of the themes you chose to take up, a part of your essay will need to be a reasoned evaluation of this philosophy (or some aspect of it).  That is, you must explain what you find to be meritorious or problematic, and why you find it to be so.

Method
·	To write an adequate philosophy essay, you must provide a definition of the main concepts that you choose to focus on, and justification for how your interpret them.  Explain what you mean as well as how your interpretation is supported by references taken from the The Way and Its Power.
·	In such a process of justification, you must explain the significance of some of the central attributes, examples, and metaphors that Lao Tzu employs to make the key distinctions and contributions that (you think) he does. 
·	As already stated, you must provide an evaluation of some aspect of the philosophy that you find to be meritorious or problematic.  Here, do not just make claims, but support them by giving reasons for why you think what you do.  This is a paper of critical analysis in the end.

